CHARTER UNDERTAKING
In accordance with Section 64 of the Education Act, the Longbeach School Board of Trustees undertakes to take all reasonable
steps to achieve the purpose, aims and objectives in this Charter which have been approved by the Board following consultation
with the community in terms of Section 61 and 63 of the Education Act, and to take full account of the National Education
Guidelines and all the statutory obligations. The Board has accepted this charter as its undertaking to the Ministry of Education.
This charter established the mission, aims, objectives, strategic direction and the targets in
the annually updated section.
LONGBEACH SCHOOL MOE 3594
Our community has a strong emphasis on providing an environment which is positive,
inclusive, safe and welcoming with a rural focus providing a well-balanced curriculum,
meeting the social, emotional, academic and physical needs of our students.
It primarily serves the district that was “Longbeach” at the time of the settlement of
Canterbury. The school is unique in the fact that it emerged in 1999/2000 as a result of three local communities being:
Eiffelton, Willowby and Flemington coming together to create our new modern, artistically designed school, known as
Longbeach.
Our community has a strong emphasis on providing an environment which is positive, inclusive, safe and welcoming with a rural
focus.
The staff consists of the Principal, 6 classroom teachers, an ORS teacher who provides CRT release
also, a Reading Recovery Teacher and 1 PRT release teacher. Our support staff includes 3 teacher
aides, an office administrator, an executive officer and a grounds person.
Longbeach School has six well-resourced classrooms and superb library set in
park like grounds with established trees. Also bordering the school grounds is
the Willowby reserve. The local Playcentre is on site assisting in a smooth
transition from preschool learning to school.
Longbeach School’s dates for the planning year are from the 1st of January 2019 through to the 31st of December 2019.

•

Longbeach School’s Strategic Planning is guided by:
2019 LONGBEACH SCHOOL PRIORITIES
• Success for all in a safe positive stimulating environment
• Students who are effective contributing citizens
• Students have ownership of their learning and know what to do to work towards their potential
• High Literacy achievement & Numeracy achievement
• Effective use of student achievement information to inform teachng and learning programmes
Implement a Longbeach Curriculum which reflects students’ needs and interests whilst epitomizing the NZC

THE NATIONAL EDUCATION GOALS
1. The highest standards of achievement, through programmes which enable all students to realise their full potential as individuals, and to
develop the values needed to become full members of New Zealand's society.
2. Equality of educational opportunity for all New Zealanders, by identifying and removing barriers to achievement.
3. Development of the knowledge, understanding and skills needed by New Zealanders to compete successfully in the modern, everchanging world.
4. A sound foundation in the early years for future learning and achievement through programmes which include support for parents in
their vital role as their children's first teachers.
5. A broad education through a balanced curriculum covering essential learning areas. Priority should be given to the development of high
levels of competence (knowledge and skills) in literacy and numeracy, science and technology and physical activity.
6. Excellence achieved through the establishment of clear learning objectives, monitoring student performance against those objectives,
and programmes to meet individual needs.
7. Success in their learning for those with special needs by ensuring that they are identified and receive appropriate support.
8. Access for students to a nationally and internationally recognised qualifications system to encourage a high level of participation in postschool education in New Zealand.
9. Increased participation and success by Māori through the advancement of Māori education initiatives, including education in Te Reo
Māori, consistent with the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.
10. Respect for the diverse ethnic and cultural heritage of New Zealand people, with acknowledgment of the unique place of Māori, and
New Zealand's role in the Pacific and as a member of the international community of nations.

NATIONAL ADMINISTRATION GUIDELINES
COMMUNITY CONSULTATION

NEW ZEALAND CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK
SCHOOL REVIEW

School Vision - Everyone Reaching for the STARS

Our Mission
To create an inclusive rich environment where our children reach for
the STARS to be the best they can
Everyone Reaching for the STARS
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TRIVING to be the best they can in all they do.

HINKING about their learning, being curious problem solvers who use a wide range of
thinking strategies to enhance their learning
CHIEVING their best and take pride in their achievements
ESPECTING our school culture, community and environment. Including, recognising and respecting the
uniqueness of others and their own uniqueness

UPPPORTING each other with our learning, working effectively together to come up with new ways of thinking and
creating caring friendships

Our Values
*Honesty * Respect *Caring *Courage * Effort * Achievement to Potential *Pride *Sense of Humour

*Resilience *Gratitude
We see our school as a Learning Community based on simple values and high expectations with students, staff, parents and
the community working together to empower our students to achieve their full potential and be effective citizens and contribute to
society.

Teaching Beliefs
To have students achieve their full potential and be extremely effective citizens and contribute to society, we have a defined set of
shared “Teaching Beliefs” to base all our teaching on whilst encompassing the need for individual teacher initiative and creativity.
FOUNDATION SKILLS
- Numeracy, Literacy and STARS Skills are our first priority – they are the essential building blocks from which our students can
develop their individual learning pathway.
STUDENTS AS ‘THINKERS’
–We aim to empower our students to ‘think’ for themselves and thus develop independence by becoming creative problem solvers
whilst recognising the power of interdependent relationships. We will provide powerful experiences for students to critically analyse
and discuss situations, to work together to solve problems, to justify decisions and to reflect upon decisions made.
POWERFUL TEACHING
- Through positive relationships and inquiry based teaching we will facilitate ‘shared planned’ learning and thus guide students
towards achieving co-constructed SLOs by empowering them to ‘discover’ by investigating, inquiring, discussing and sharing
learning.
USE ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING
- Using the philosophies of AToL, teachers will use expectation statements, scaffolding, WALTs, modelling, student voice, goal
setting, self-assessment, feedback and feed-forward and reflection to enhance learning.
EXPECT PERSONAL BEST
– We must do everything we can to help students develop a sense of pride through their best efforts. We must hold the highest
expectations of students to do their best work, achieve and thereby appreciate the importance of personal effort or good work
habits.

CULTURAL DIVERSITY & MAORI DIMENSION
The Longbeach area has a history of pioneering and innovation, and is an example of determination and achievement that has
withstood the test of time. Many families within the school community can trace their family back to when the area was first settled.
Whilst a significant proportion of our school community is European, we recognise the unique position of Maori and all other
cultures and their contributions to New Zealand’s bi-cultural society.
When developing policies and practices for Longbeach School every endeavour is made to reflect New Zealand's cultural diversity
and the unique position of the Māori culture. s61(3)(a)(i)
Longbeach School will ensure all reasonable steps are taken to provide instruction in Tikanga Māori (Māori culture) and Te Reo
Māori (Māori language) for full-time students whose parents ask for it. s61(a)(ii)
To achieve this, the school will:
• Provide a bilingual education option to parents who choose to have their children enrolled in bilingual education by offering
dual enrolment.
• Monitor and track results from school assessments of students who are enrolled as Maori whilst adhering to the Privacy Act
1993, Information Principal 11
• Resource Te Reo and Tikanga programmes
• Provide PD for teachers who need support
• Implement Tikanga practices within the school’s daily operation.
• Continue delivering the school wide Maori programme to all classrooms.

LONGBEACH SCHOOL STRATEGIC PLAN 2019 - 2021
Strategic Aim One
To implement Depth & Complexity Thinking Strategies into
classroom learning programmes

Strategic Aim Two
To implement the NZ Digital Curriculum into classroom
learning programmes

Everyone Reaching for the STARS

Strategic Aim Three
To improve our pedagogy to enhance student agency in
our classrooms

Strategic Aim Four
To redevelop our assessment and reporting procedures

Strategic Aim One
To implement Depth & Complexity Thinking Strategies into classroom learning programmes
What steps do we need to take to achieve this aim?
Professional Development
• Attend Depth and Complexitities professional development run by New Zealand Centre for Gifted Education
• Organise Mel Simons to take staff meetings to build teacher capability

When will this
be done by?
th
15 March
2020

Deliberatley planning for the use of Depth and Complexities Thinking strategeies
• In reading
• In Integrated Inquiry

Term 1 2020
Term 2 2020

Display Depth and Complexities Thinking Icons in a prominent place in the classroom

Term 1 2019

Teachers using Depth and Complexities Thinking strategies as part of everyday classroom discussions

Incidently
Term 2 20120

Teachers sharing their Depth and Complexities Thinking strategies success and or challenges in staff meetings

Deliberately
Term 3 2020
Start of Term 2
2020

Students selecting and using Depth and Complexities Thinking Icons to analyse, critique and evaluate ideas

Term 4 2020

Organise a staff meeting with other schools to share Depth and Complexities Thinking strategies

Term 2 2020

What do we need to
make this work?

Copy of the icons

Staff willing to share
their experiences

Neil to coordinate
with principals of
Wakanui and Hinds

Strategic Aim Two
To implement the NZ Digital Curriculum into classroom learning programmes

What steps do we need to take to achieve this aim?
Appoint lead teacher
Engage MOE accreditied PLD provider to deliver allocated PLD hours (75 hours 2019)
Meet with PLD Provider and create a roadmap for 2019
Implement PLD
• Classroom modelling
• Unpack DT Curriculum Document
• Develop teacher capability
• Support teachers in the planning of classrom programmes
• Shadow coach teachers with the teaching of DT
Arrange for teachers to visit another school
Teachers to begin to integrate DTC in classroom practice
Purchase DT resources to support the programme
Integrate Digital Curriculum into everyday classroom practice

When will this be done
by?
January 2019
Janaury 2019
February 2019
Begin in February
2019 and conclude in
November 2019

What do we need to
make this work?

Term 2 2019
Term 3 2019

Relief staffing
PLD Provider
2019 budget

Cyclone Computers
PLD provider

Create a Vision for learning in a digital environment

Term 4 2019/ Term 1
2020
Term 3 2019

On-going PLD - Local’ courses, Ulearn or similar … creating a pathway for on-going up skilling

2020

All staff contributing then
send out to community
for consultation
PLD Budget

Work with IT provider/IT support technician to ensure that infrastructure is capable of providing fast access to
all classes at all times

2019

ICT Budget

Apply for Genesis Energy programme for resourcing
Develop/Review Digital Citizenship Agreement for students

Term 1 2019
Term 3 2019

ICT Lead teacher
All staff reviewing

Continue to embed existing programmes, e.g. robotics, STEM into classroom programmes ~ this would
include Edisons etc

2019

Liaise with other local schools who are also receiving PLD in implementing the Digital Curriculum

Term 2 2019

All staff integrating DT
into classroom
programmes
The principal contact
other principals

Strategic Aim Three
To improve our pedagogy by enhancing ‘student agency’ in our classrooms
What steps do we need to take to achieve this aim?
Work with Hakatere Kahui Ako to support the implementation of strategies to enhance ‘student agency’.
Strategies such as:
• Undertake professinonal development offered
• Work with Te Awheonui with Rongohia te Hau to imporve teacher practice (observations,
feedbackback, shadow coaching, PLD)
• Organsie a time for teachers to share their pratice about ‘student agency’

When will this be done
by?
2017-2019

Plan for and implement a classroom programe that involves students having more choice of what they do and
when they do it

Term 2 2019

Co-construct the planning and learning intentions for teaching and learning programmes with students

Term 2 2019

Give students more automony with their learning through the use of ICT

Term 3 2019

Use mixed grouping - Tuakana teina relationships – allowing children to utliise their strengthsActively seek feedback from students about teaching and learning programmes

Term 1 2019
Term 1 2019 onwards

What do we need to
make this work?

Strategic Aim Four
To redevelop our assessment and reporting procedures
What steps do we need to take to achieve this aim?
Undertake eTap/Spotllight training and implementation into class

When will this be done
by?
March 2019

Unpack the Longbeach School Writing Learning Goals

March 2019

Undertake moderation of the Writing Learning Goals against examples of student work

March 2019

Use the Longbeach School Writing Goals in class with students

April 2019

Use the Learning Goals on the Spotlight web application

Term 2 2019

Create new Longbeach Star criteria using the 6 Cs
Use the 6 C critera for Assembly Awards
Integrate the 6 C criteria into Spotlight
Attend CORE Education PLD on New Pedagogies for Deeper Learning
Visit other schools integrating the 6 C model
Begin darfting a curriculum plan to Integrate the 6 Cs – keep developing the plan in 2020

Term 1 2019
2019
Term 3 2019
July 2019
October 2019
October 2019

What do we need to
make this work?

LONGBEACH SCHOOL
Annual Plan
2019

Curriculum
Assessment and Reporting
•
continue to develop the tool Spotlight
•
develop the 6Cs concept into meaningful assessment and reporting
•
review the Mid Year and End of Year reports
Writing – Use the newly developed Learning Goals to assess and report .
Undertake some moderation work
Mathematics - Use the newly developed Learning Goals to assess and report
Integrated Inquiry – continue with the improvement of the teaching learning
programmes by
•
Reviewing the planing template
•
Rewrite the Integrated Curriculum 3 year plan
•
Begin to integrate the 6Cs
Science –develop a cluster Science Fair
ARTs – Music Festival

Finance
Align 2019 budget codes with XERO codes and CES statements
Cull unnecesary budget codes

STEAM – explore ways to include STEAM learning programmes - linked to DT
Curriculum PLD
Self-Review
SCOT and PESTLE analysis
On going self review of policy and procedure
EEO survey

Property
5YA – Develop new 5YA with Catalyst and Ministry of Education
Complete MOE water tightness remedial works on admin block
Build Senior Playground
Install new kitchen in Junior block
Community

Employment
Refine the teacher appraisal system
PLD •
•

MOE funded DT Curriculum PLD
eTap and Spotlight

Consultation –
•
Charter targets,
•
Assessment and Reporting
Health & Safety

Administration

Ensure a safe workplace in maintained
Board Triennial elections

2019 Student Achievement Annual Target Action Plan 1
Target Area Writing
Strategic To raise achievement in Writing to expected levels
Goal
Specific
80% students identified as ‘Of Concern’ in writing at the end of 2018 will progress more than 1 stage as per the
Annual
Longbeach School Writing Goals and New Zealand Curriculum Levels
Target
Historic
Position

Target Groups
The At Risk register has a group of
identified students who will become the
target.

At the end of 2018 several students (32) were identified as being ‘Of Concern’ and therefore will need to move up several levels in order to achieve at the
expected levels.

What will the school do to meet the target?
Teacher inquiry to enhance teaching and learning

When will it be done by?
Immediately + ongoing

Use the Longbeach School Writng Learning Goals to
measure achievement and identify individual learning needs
Identify target students who are in need of support and:
•
inform parents
•
schedule TA time
Use current resources to support teaching of writing Sheena Cameron, Louise Dempsey, Gail Loan, Murray
Gadd & NZ Teachers FB page.
Use engaging and meaningful motivational ‘hooks’ to
motivate writers

Immediately + ongoing

Use LBS Writng Targets to show childrens’ next learning
steps
Implement ‘Responsive Writing’ programmes in classrooms

Week 6 Term 1 2019

Who is involved/ responsible?
All classroom teachers & teacher
aides
All classroom teachers

Resources allocated to meet the target
Budget to do observations to provide support
and guidance
N/A

Immediately + ongoing

Literacy leader
Class teacher
Learning support teacher
All teachers

Immediately + ongoing

All teachers

Immediately + ongoing

All teachers

Literacy CDP

Week 4 Term 1 2019

All teachers

N/A

Teacher Aides

Target Area
Strategic Goal
Specific Annual
Target
Historic
Position

2019 Student Achievement Annual Target Action Plan 2
Numeracy
To raise achievement in Numeracy
80% of the identified ‘Of Concern’ students at Longbeach will be working at the expected NZ Curriculum Mathematics
Level

Target Groups
The At Risk register has a
group of identified students
who will become the target.

At the end of 2018 9 students at Longbeach School were identified as ‘Of Concern’

What will the school do to meet the target?
Identify target students to staff, who are in need of
support, and:
• inform parents
• schedule TA time
Provide some booster maths support targetted a each
students specific need.
Use SLOs from Numicon and Pr1me to guide learning
to inform specific needs
Strengthen the home school partnership to enhance the
learning of those students identified as At Risk
• meeting with parents
• providing information about learning goals
• giving specific work to do at home

When will it be done by?
Week 6 Term 1 2019

Who is involved/ responsible?
Numeracy leader
Class teacher
Learning support teacher

Resources allocated to
meet the target
Staffing entitlement
Teacher Aides

Maths Buddy
Term 1 week 4
Maths Buddy

Target Area
Strategic
Goal
Specific Annual
Target
Historic
Position

2019 Student Achievement Annual Target Action Plan 3
Reading
To raise achievement in Literacy
80% of the identified ‘Of Concern’ students at Longbeach will be working at the expected NZ Curriculum
Reading Levels

Target Group
The At Risk register has
a group of identified
students who will become
the target.

At the end of 2018 19 students at Longbeach School were identified as ‘Of Concern’

What will the school do to meet the
When will it be done by?
target?
Identify target students to staff, who are in Week 6 Term 1 2019
need of support, and:
• inform parents
• schedule TA time
Strengthen the home school partnership
to enhance the learning of those students
identified as At Risk
• meeting with parents
• providing information about
learning goals
• giving specific work to do at home
Alllocate places to Reading Recovery

Week 2 Term 1 2019

Allocate places to the Pause Prompt
Praise programme

Week 6 Term 1 2019

Implement the ‘Boost’ programme and
allocate student places on this based on
need

Week 6 Term 1 2019

Who is involved/ responsible?
Numeracy leader
Class teacher
Learning support teacher

Resources allocated to meet the
target
Staffing entitlement
Teacher Aides

Reading Eggs

Learning Support Teacher
Reading Rtecovery Teacher
Learning Support Teacher
Volunteer parents
Boost reading tutors
Learning support teacher

Working as part of the Hakatere Kahui Ako, Longbeach School will also be working to achieve the following Strategic Aims for our wider community
and here at Longbeach School:
Hakatere Kahui Ako Strategic Aims
• All students experience success through challenge, choice, striving for excellence and seeking feedback to further improve outcomes.
o Build on our academic success in reading, writing and mathematics for all students using data, student voice, parent voice and tools
that help us understand and plan for continued progress.
o Ensure that all students seek feedback, act on it and use this information to set goals which are relevant, challenging and achievable.
o Ensure that teachers and students have high expectations in all that they do and we ensure we focus on diverse and minority groups.
o Grow student engagement in learning and develop ways of effectively measuring this. Analyse the information and develop systems
that continue to support growth.
o Develop systems that allow conceptual thinking to lead learning and ways to measure and report this to students and families.
o Focus on measuring what is valuable rather than valuing the importance of measuring. Establish what growth we expect for our
students and how we want to support that.
o Define what excellence means to us and develop a graduate profile which clearly demonstrates this.
•

The use of effective inquiry; programme, policy and pedagogy will allow us to be effective in meeting our goals.
o Curriculum review will focus on competencies and concepts. All areas of our curriculum will allow for deep thinking and a
development from concrete to abstract.
o The spiral of inquiry is the preferred model for all inquiry
o We actively participate in the inquiry around cultural responsiveness and relational pedagogy. Actions are implemented and reflected
upon at all levels.
o Mathematics inquiry leads to a better curriculum programme, assessment practice and student achievement. Mathematics is
delivered in a connected and conceptual manner which allows students to make links across the curriculum, with real life contexts
and is focused on problem solving.
o We seek evidence of impact and apply findings in order to continually improve.
o Our teachers engage in positive appraisal which is aimed at growing better practice through the use of critical conversations, targeted
observations and shadow coaching.
o Self- review systems allow us to identify what we do well, what we can improve on and how well our work in improving has gone.

•

We embrace and demonstrate equity and excellence and through our values, grow a community that is future focused, inclusive and
prepared to work in partnership.
o We seek feedback from, and listen to, the voices of our partners – students, families, iwi, cultural groups, wider community groups.
o We value our unique heritage as part of the community and the special role we play in preserving the tāonga in and around our
environment. Our cultural narrative is the foundation of our place.

o
o

Our values of excellence, respect, resilience and responsibility guide all that we do. We expect students, staff and families to
demonstrate these at all times.
We use our resources to deliver a future focused curriculum.

This Charter was ratified by the Longbeach School Board of Trustees on the 19th of March 2019
Longbeach School will lodge a copy of its annually updated Charter to the community and the Ministry of Education
by March 2019.

Jason Vannini
Chairman, Board of Trustees
19/03/2019

Neil Simons
Principal
19/03/2019

